
MEDALS AND RESCUES 

I have no medals and made no rescues during my career. I spent 17 years in engine 

companies, and engine company firefighters and officers do not get medals we stretch 

hose and extinguish fire. 

As a new firefighter in Engine 59, a veteran said to me, Kid, you do not make 

rescues; you better stay with the hoseline and never give up the nozzle. You 

extinguish fire. If you ever leave the hoseline to rescue a person, you will receive 

disciplinary charges, not a medal. 

 

I would tell new firefighters that working in an engine company hose team can be 

compared to an offensive job of a football team. He or she crawls in dirt, soot, and 

ashes takes extreme punishment from smoke, heat, hot water, dripping ceiling paint, 

collapsing chunks of plaster ceiling, gets stepped on pushed aside but never wavers on 

one goal to extinguish fire. Hose team firefighters are usually the youngest and 

toughest, and strongest of a fire department. 

 
After a fire, the chief goes on television and gives an interview about the big fire that 

was extinguished, firefighters who raised ladders on the outside in fresh air, and those 

who carry victims out of a building get their pictures in the paper the next day. But the 

engine company hose team firefighters who extinguished the fire so everyone else can 

safely do their job gets no attention while they sit on the back step of the pumper 

exhausted, nursing burns, cuts, bumps, bruises, and blisters. 

Actually, they do not need attention from anyone because they are basking in a 

moment of ecstasy that no other firefighters can understand. These firefighters who 

just extinguished the fire know that their actions allowed the chief to become a star on 

television, and they know that firefighters carrying out the victim could only do that 

because of the protection they provided inside advancing the hoseline. They do not 

need medals. 

 

 I became the captain of Engine 58 in 1968, and this was historically an active 

firehouse in Harlem for most of the 20th century. It was established in 1893 and in 

quarters with Ladder 26, another busy fire company; it was so busy during the war 

years that another ladder company was established in the firehouse with Engine 58 

and Ladder 26. This second ladder company, Ladder 26-2, became busy also, 

responding to lots of fires. The captain soon put up a plaque honoring the firefighters 

of Ladder 26-2 who had received medals. 

 After two years of responding to fires in Harlem, the new guys on the block had 20 

firefighters with medals listed on the plaque. That plaque prompted me as the captain 

of the engine company to check the files and see how many medals or awards. Engine 

58 had received in the decades between 1893 and 1970. There were none. Engine 58 

firefighters received no medal or awards. 

Today if you check the files of Engine 58, you will see the first unit citation issued 

to Engine 58 was written up and requested by a company commander named 

Vincent J. Dunn. 



 

 


